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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this report is to inform the Nebraska Power Review Board (PRB)
as to the status of future electrical loads and resources on a Statewide basis per
their June 2002 request. The method of compiling this report is to summarize the
combined results of individual Nebraska utility Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs)
into a Statewide report following the scope approved by the PRB in July of 2002.
The resulting Statewide Coordinated Long Range Power Supply Plan considers
both Demand Side Management (DSM) programs and Supply Side resources
including renewable resources. Data is reported over the next 20 years and, as
such, fulfills the requirements of State Statutes 70-1025 and 70-1026.
The 2002 actual non-coincident peak load for Nebraska was 5,890 MW. The
Statewide forecast of non-coincident peak demand is 5,875 MW in 2003,
increasing to 8,276 MW in 2022. This is a compounded annual growth rate of
1.82% through 2022, which is essentially the same as the 2001 NPA report.
Load growth in urban areas continues to be higher than rural areas. In addition
to the peak load requirements, utilities are required to maintain a 15% reserve
margin which in total is the Minimum Obligation. Most Nebraska utilities keep an
additional margin to prepare for weather related risk which results in a higher
Planned Obligation.
The load forecasts include 569 MW (in the year 2005) of DSM. The largest
component of Nebraska DSM is irrigation load control (386 MW or 68%), which
shifts demand from on-peak load periods to off-peak load periods. The other
DSM programs are curtailable loads of large industrial/commercial customers,
residential load control, efficiency, rate incentives, distributed generation, real
time pricing, and educational programs. Most Nebraska utility’s research projects
focus on renewable type resources such as wind and bio-mass.
Nebraska currently has 6,725 MW of existing generation (which includes 505
MW that is currently under construction to be completed by this summer), about
1,064 MW of committed generation additions, and about 2,213 MW of planned
and studied generation through 2022. Existing resource capabilities have
increased 616 MW since the 2001 NPA report. Natural gas fired units account
for 314 MW (30%) of the 1,064 MW of committed generation additions. The gas
fired committed resources are 19 MW of CT capacity and 295 MW of CC
capacity. The remaining 750 MW of committed resources are from two coal fired
plants: Nebraska City #2 (600 MW) and Nebraska utility’s share of Council Bluffs
#4 (150 MW). Planned generation facilities are 220 MW of coal-fired capacity at
Whelan Energy Center Unit #2 in 2007.
Committed resources are those approved by the PRB, planned are those that
utilities have authorized expenditures but have not had PRB approvals, and
studied are those additional resources needed to meet the Planned Obligation.
A portion of the existing and committed resources are renewable, including the
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existing hydro facilities or contracts. There are currently four wind turbine sites
(Springview, Lincoln, Valley, and Kimball). The total nameplate is 14 MW which
is currently not accredited. A methane landfill gas project by Omaha Public
Power District (OPPD) added 3 MW in 2002 and OPPD is studying a 3 MW
expansion by 2005. The Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD) is performing a
business case evaluation for up to 50 MW of wind generation for operation by fall
2004.
A capacity deficit for Nebraska, with committed resources, is not expected until
2013 based on the Planned Obligation and 2014 based on the Minimum
Obligation. A capacity deficit for Nebraska, with committed and planned
resources, is not expected until 2014 based on either the Planned or Minimum
Obligation. The plan determined that, by 2022, the state will need approximately
1000 MW of base load, 400 MW of intermediate and 300 MW of peaking type
resources.
The Nebraska Subregional Planning Group (Nebraska SPG) addressed the
transmission requirements of the state statutes. The Nebraska SPG is organized
under MAPP and develops a coordinated ten-year transmission plan for
Nebraska on a biennial basis. The Nebraska Subregional Transmission Plan was
published in April of 2002. This document includes a detailed listing of all planned
transmission lines and facility upgrades required to accommodate the projected
needs for the Nebraska subregion from 2002-2011. Regarding the transmission
requirements for future power supply options, there are detailed transmission
plans developed and approved for committed generation sites. Preliminary
screening studies have also been performed for many of the proposed future
generation sites, but detailed analysis is still required to develop the final
transmission plans. Firm commitments for capacity and specific site locations
must be completed before the transmission plans can be finalized. Based on the
need to accommodate an additional 1727 MW of new peaking, intermediate, and
baseload generation, significant future transmission additions could be required
in the state of Nebraska.
As always, planning is an ongoing process where decisions are made on current
expectations. Longer term plans may alter as these expectations change.
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2.0

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

2.1

Introduction

The Nebraska electric utility joint planning efforts date back to the late 1970s.
The current Joint Pla nning Subcommittee (JPS) of the Nebraska Power
Association (NPA) was formed in 1980.
Nebraska statutes provide that the Nebraska Power Review Board (PRB)
designate a representative organization to be responsible for preparing reports
and studies for their use. The PRB has designated the NPA as the representative
organization with the JPS as the NPA sub -committee that accumulates and
prepares these reports and studies.
The JPS is made up of 10 member companies with expertise in electric utility
planning, representing all the major electric suppliers in Nebraska.
The JPS has prepared various joint reports and joint studies through the years
for the industry and for the PRB (see Appendix A for listing). The most recent
report for the PRB was Statewide Integrated Resource Planning Summary
(2001-2020) dated August 2001.
As provided by statutes, the PRB can request NPA to prepare both a coordinated
long range power supply plan and a research and conservation report. Either
report cannot be requested more often than biennially.
In addition statutes require that an annual load and capability report be prepared
by NPA and filed with the PRB.
The PRB in July, 2002, approved a Scope of Work they had requested from the
NPA. This study was to be prepared by the NPA utilizing a somewhat different
methodology than previous studies and was to meet the requirements for a
coordinated long range power supply plan, a research and conservation report,
and provide the annual load and capability report. This report is that requested
document.
2.2

Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to meet the PRB June 2002 request of the NPA for
a Coordinated Long-Range Power Supply Plan and a Research and
Conservation Report. Additionally, it includes the statewide annual Load and
Capability Report.
This report was prepared utilizing the Scope of Work approved by the PRB in
July 2002 which stated the following:
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•

The report will cover loads over a 20-year period beginning with the
year the report is prepared and will be prepared to provide
information for power resource addition approval decisions by the
Board as well as each electric supplier and will contain at least the
following items:

•

An estimate of the electric power requirements for each electric
supplier operating in Nebraska for each year of the 20-year period
based on their 50/50 load forecasts and the minimum 15% reserve
requirements (minimum obligation) and then summed for a
statewide total minimum obligation for each year.

•

An estimate of electric power requirements for each electric
supplier operating in Nebraska for each year of the 20-year period
that includes any additions to the minimum obligation due to
analysis based on risk assessment of items such as weather,
electric markets or other items that each electric supplier uses as
their load obligation for planning purposes (load obligation) and
then summed for a statewide total load obligation for each year.

•

Identification of all existing power supply resources and an
indication as to whether they are expected to continue for the 20year period.

•

A list of new power supply resources that are committed (approved
by Board) for each year by each electric supplier and a statewide
total.

•

A list of new power supply resources that are planned (approved by
electric supplier) for each year by each electric supplier and a
statewide total.

•

A list of power supply resources needed beyond those committed
and planned that are required by each electric supplier (for each
year) to meet their load obligation for each year and by each
generation type (peaking-intermediate-base) along with a
summation for the state for each year.

•

A listing of all demand side resources by electric supplier that are
included in the load forecasts or if not included that will be
subtracted from the load obligation each year along with a
statewide total.

•

An indication for each electric supplier of their load pattern (shape)
used for power resource planning purposes for the past year and
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any future expected changes and a summation to indicate a
statewide total.
•

A power resource screening curve indicating total bus bar cost at
relevant capacity factors for resources including renewables.

•

A map showing all committed and planned transmission lines
115KV and above plus an estimate of the cost of those lines, as
well as an indication of any transmission lines required to meet the
load obligation for the state.

Using the information of the items previously mentioned, the report will
indicate on a statewide basis a reasonable estimate of the power resource
type and timing that would meet the load obligation of the entire state for
the 20-year period.
The report will also discuss what renewable type resources electric
suppliers are currently using and are planning to use, and any anticipated
changes to the technology of these resources.
Any other significant considerations that impact the existing or future
power supply resources will also be discussed.
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3.0

STATEWIDE LOAD OBLIGATION

3.1

Base Load Forecast

The current combined statewide forecast of non-coincident peak demand is
derived by summing the demand forecasts for each individual utility. Each utility
supplied a demand forecast and a load and capability table based on the loads
having a 50/50 chance of being higher or lower. Over the twenty-year window,
the average annual compounded load growth rate for this forecast for the State is
1.8% per year. This growth rate is very similar to the one from two years ago.
Thus the estimate of the statewide load growth has not changed over the last
couple of years. The growth rate does however vary greatly from utility to utility.
The lowest annual compounded growth rate is 0.26% per year and the highest is
2.6% per year. Urban areas continue to show a higher forecasted rate of
demand load growth than rural areas.
The Statewide annual energy requirements continue to grow at a slightly higher
growth rate than the demand growth rate.
3.2

Nebraska Power System Reserves and Resulting Obligations
3.2.1 Minimum Obligation
In addition to the load requirements of our customers the state utilities
must also maintain a 15% minimum reserve margin. This is a requirement
of the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP). All MAPP Generation
Reserve Sharing Pool (GRSP) members must maintain this in order to
assist each other in the case of emergencies such as unit outages. By
having a reserve sharing “pool”, instead of everyone carrying their own
reserves to protect them from the loss of the largest unit on their system,
the reserve requirement for all members of the “pool’ is reduced. So 15%
reserve margin is adequate in a pool but on our own it would be higher.
This reserve capacity does however amount to significant resource
capability over and above the Nebraska load requirement, 743 MW in
2003 and 1,107 MW by 2022.
3.2.2 Planning Obligation
Many of the Nebraska power systems maintain an additional planning
reserve margin over and above the minimum required 15%. The amount
of planning reserves considered to be adequate varies because of utility
differences in size, age, condition and fuel supply of generation resources;
population density; abnormal weather, customer demand characteristics;
available demand response programs; electric transmission adequacy;
unexpected unit retirements due to equipment failure, and system stability
among other factors. In total, these additional planning reserves add 223
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to 281 MW, or approximately 4 percent, from 2003 through 2022 for
Nebraska utilities. This additional risk-based planning criteria in
combination with the minimum requirements, establishes a typical
planning reserve guideline range of 15 to 20 percent. This range reflects
common expectations within the electric utility industry.
Risk-based planning criteria are established over a power resource
planning horizon, typically 10 to 20 years in length. This planning horizon
length is needed to develop enough lead-time to plan, approve, and build
or purchase the required capacity.
Depending on the identified
circumstances & business environment scenarios that show up within the
planning horizon, the resource specifics of the last half of the planning
horizon will tend to fluctuate more than the first half simply because of
available information & technology updates that may prove more effective
than originally conceived or expected at the beginning of the planning
horizon.
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4.0

EXISTING POWER SUPPLY RESOURCES

As of 2002 the state had a total generating resource capability of 6,220 MW. In
addition, there is 505 MW of additional capability under construction that will be
in service prior to the summer peak of 2003. This capability includes 451 MW of
CT capacity and 54 MW of CC capacity. The specific units are:
Burdick GT #2
Burdick GT #3
Fremont CT
LES SVGS CC
LES SVGS CT
OPPD Cass Co CT #1
OPPD Cass Co CT #2
TOTAL

34 MW
34 MW
36 MW
54 MW
27 MW
160 MW
160 MW
505 MW

This results in 6,725 MW of existing resources. A complete listing of these
existing resources is shown in Appendix C.
4.1

Existing Resource Mix

Exhibit 4.1-1 is a set of pie charts that illus trates the resource mix by fuel type.
The left two charts are the resource mix for 2002 actual data and will be
discussed below. The right two charts are the 2010 projected data and will be
discussed in Section 5.4.
The proportion of total capacity that each fuel type comprised in 2002 is shown in
the top left graph. The proportion of total energy is shown in the lower left graph.
There are some key points to be taken from the 2002 graphs. Coal resources
provide the majority of the capacity and energy in the state in 2002. Coal
provided proportionately more energy than capacity as these units are base load
resources for Nebraska. The nuclear pieces of the pie are similar to the coal in
that they provided proportionately more energy than capacity also because these
units are base load resources. WAPA and other hydro resources are the major
sources of renewable capacity to the state. The oil and natural gas resources
supply significantly more capacity than energy as they are generally peaking
units and run for a limited number of hours. They are however required to meet
the peak load obligations for the state.
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Exhibit 4.1-1
Fuel Source Mix Summary
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4.2

Ages of Existing Resources

A key consideration in power supply planning is the retirement of existing
generating plants. Most new thermal generating plants are built for a normal
useful life of 40 to 50 years. Approximately 90% of the existing generation in
Nebraska has been in service for more than 20 years, and it will be approaching
the end of its original planned useful life by the end of this study period. In
addition, there is 771 MW of generation that is more than 40 years old now and
will be over 60 years old by the end of the study period. Exhibit 4.2-1 graphically
shows the generating resources by age.
Exhibit 4.2-1
Age of Generating Units
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With proper operating and maintenance practice, older generating units are
capable of continued reliable operations. However, it can be expected that some
older generating units will be retired over the study period. As components of
older generating units fail, it is increasingly difficult to procure replacement parts
and, in some cases, it is not cost effective to repair the generating units.
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A part of long-term resource planning could include studies that provide
management with some analytical information regarding the lo ng-term use of
resources. As the age of units approach 40 years old and greater, and even if
they have been well maintained, at some point in the future it may be more
economical to retire the units vs. continued operation. This is especially true if
new environmental measures are enacted, which may require additional
expenditures to allow these units to comply. Long -term engineering studies are
typically required to confidently predict: 1) remaining life, and 2) if expenditures
above & beyond those expected are needed to maintain the units in their present
state. Studies of this type may become more prevalent as units age and
resource planning horizons extend.
A main factor that could cause older generating units to be retired is the
compliance cost of environmental regulations. Changing interpretations of
existing Clean Air Act provisions relating to New Source Review (NSR) as well as
new legislation, such as the proposed Clear Skies Act, could force older
generating units to install expensive environmental control equipment to remain
in service. For some older generating units, installing expensive environmental
control equipment could be cost prohibitive relative to the value of keeping the
generating unit in service. In some cases, building a new generating plant may
be more cost effective than retrofitting an existing plant with the best available
retrofit technology. These are economic decisions that Nebraska utilities will be
making in the future as circumstances warrant.
Currently, the only expected generating unit retirement in the 20-year planning
horizon is the Cooper Nuclear Station (758 MW); due to Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) license expiration. The current expiration date is January
2014. Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD) has not made a decision on
whether to apply to extend its operating license at this time.
As planning horizons extend beyond 2022, and other business influences are
determined, it is not unreasonable to assume that other generating unit potential
retirement dates will be determined as part of a long -term resource plan.
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5.0

FUTURE POWER SUPPLY RESOURCES

Power supply resources are categorized as: Committed, Planned, or Studied.

5.1

•

Committed resources are those units that have been approved by the
PRB.

•

Planned resources are those units that utilities have authorized
expenditures for an architect/engineer, or permitting, but do not have PRB
approval.

•

Studied resources are those units that are needed to meet the utility's
Planned Obligation. These Studied resources are specified based on the
theoretically ideal split between baseload, intermediate, and peaking types
considering existing and projected needs.
Committed Power Supply Resources

In addition to the 505 MW of new generation expected to be in commercial
operation prior to the summer of 2003 there is another 1,064 MW of Committed
resources (resources that have been approved by the PRB) that are expected to
be constructed in the state. These units are:
LES SVGS CC (Upgrade)
LES SVGS CT (Upgrade)
LES SVGS Black Start
NPPD Beatrice CC
LES CB #4
MEAN CB #4
LES CB #4
OPPD Nebraska City #2
TOTAL

64.6 MW
18.8 MW
1.5 MW
229 MW
50 MW
50 MW
50 MW
600 MW
1,064 MW

2004
2004
2004
2005
2007
2007
2009
2009

Appendix E contains a table showing the future resource additions and
categorizes them by Committed, Planned, and Studied.
Exhibit 5.1-1 shows the statewide load and capability including both Existing and
Committed resources. The lower “Minimum Obligation” line is the statewide
obligation based on the 50/50 forecast (normal weather) and the minimum 15%
reserve requirement of the MAPP reserve sharing pool. The upper obligation
line is the combined “Planned Obligation” that the combined Nebraska power
systems use. The Load and Capability tables are shown in Appendix B for
statewide and individual utilities
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Exhibit 5.1-1
Statewide Capability vs. Obligation
Committed
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Year

Both the Planned Obligation and Minimum Obligation lines increase by about
2,700 MW over this 20 year period. The forecasted loads increase by 2,400 MW
over this period.
This exhibit shows that the State is not projected to have a deficit until 2014 for
the Minimum Obligation and 2013 for the Planned Obligation with Existing and
Committed Resources. This assumes that NPPD does not request the NRC to
extend the Cooper Nuclear Station operating license beyond 2013. OPPD has
requested the NRC to extend the Fort Calhoun Station operating license from
2013 to 2033.
5.2

Planned Power Supply Resources

There is one unit that is classified as Planned (units that utilities have authorized
expenditures for an architect/engineer, or permitting, but do not have PRB
approval) for this report:
Whelan Energy Center #2
TOTAL

220 MW
220 MW

2007

Eight public power utilities, including seven Nebraska utilities and one South
Dakota utility, have been studying the feasibility of constructing a 220 MW
pulverized coal-fired generating station adjacent to the existing Whelan Energy
Center, near Hastings, Nebraska. None of the project participants have made a
firm commitment to participate in the project at this time. Based on the work
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done to date, including cost projections and permitting activities, this project is a
feasible resource to meet Nebraska’s baseload needs in the 2007 to 2009 time
frame.
Significant preliminary work has been completed on the project.
Conceptual design has been completed and an application for a Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) construction permit has been submitted to the
Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality (NDEQ). It is anticipated that the
PSD permit would be issued in the fall of 2003.
Exhibit 5.2-1 shows the statewide load and capability considering Existing,
Committed, and Planned resources.
Exhibit 5.2-1
Statewide Capability vs. Obligation
Committed & Planned
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This exhibit shows that the State is not projected to have a deficit until 2014
based on the Planned or Minimum Obligation with Existing, Committed, and
Planned resources.
5.3

Studied Power Supply Resources

Resources identified as "Studied" for this report were not based on the traditional
method but in a unique way specifically for this statewide plan. For years beyond
the point when existing, committed, and planned resources would meet a utility's
Planned Obligation, each utility would establish Studied resources in a quantity to
meet this deficit gap. These Studied resources are divided based on the
theoretically ideal split between base, intermediate, and peaking types
considering existing and future needs. The result is a listing for each utility of the
ideal mix of future baseload, intermediate and peaking resources for each year
14

following their deficit. The total statewide Studied Power Supply Resources is the
sum of all Nebraska utilities for each year and is listed in Appendix E. It is also
graphically depicted in Exhibit 5.3-1.
”Studied” power supply resources also refers to evaluations & studies of potential
units that could fill the needs identified in the generally classified types noted
above (baseload, intermediate, and peaking) where utilities have authorized
expenditures for general evaluation and/or future siting study purposes, but do
not have local utility Board approval or PRB approval to construct.
Examples of these types of studies include OPPD’s 3 MW Landfill gas addition
for 2005, NPPD’s business case evaluation for up to 50 MW of wind generation
for operation by fall 2004, and NPPD’s siting & transmission study work for a
future potential 400 - 600 MW baseload requirement for the 2014-2022
timeframe.

MW

This summation of Studied resources will provide the basis for the PRB and the
state utilities to understand the forecasted future need by year and by resource
type. This can be used as a joint planning document and tool for a coordinated
long range power supply.
Exhibit 5.3-1
Studied Options by Resource Type
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The Studied options include 999 MW of base load capacity, 435 MW of
intermediate capacity, and 293 MW of peaking capacity by 2022.
Exhibit 5.3-2 shows the statewide load and capability considering existing,
committed, planned, and 1727 MW of studied capacity.
Exhibit 5.3-2
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Statewide Capability vs. Obligation
Committed, Planned & Studied
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This exhibit shows that the State is not projected to have a deficit for the study
period with Existing, Committed, Planned, and Studied resources.
5.4

Projected Resource Mix

Exhibit 4.1-1 shows the 2002 actual and 2010 projected resource mix by fuel
type. This exhibit shows the visual perspective as to how the resource mix
changes.
Exhibit 5.4-1 tabulates the fuel mix percentages for 2002 and 2010 by capacity
and energy and also shows the change in those percentages from 2002 to 2010.
Oil/Gas proportion of fuel mix increases both for capacity and energy. The
portion of capacity that is expected to be supplied goes up by 5.8 percentage
points (from 20.6% in 2002 to 26.4% in 2010). The portion of energy that is
expected to be supplied goes up by 1.2 percentage points (from 2.6% in 2002 to
3.8% in 2010). So the while the % of energy supplied by natural gas or oil is still
very small it is expected to increase 50% by 2010.
Coal proportion of fuel mix decreases for capacity and increases for energy. The
portion of capacity that is expected to be supplied decreases by 0.5 percentage
points (from 49.1% in 2002 to 48.6% in 2010). The portion of energy that is
expected to be supplied goes up by 5.2 percentage points (from 58.7% in 2002
to 63.9% in 2010).
Nuclear and WAPA proportion of fuel mix decreases both for capacity and
energy. No Nuclear resources are planned so the proportion of the resource mix
decreases. Similarly, capacity and energy from WAPA is expected to decrease
in actual MW's and MWh's resulting in a smaller proportion being supplied by
2010.
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Exhibit 5.4-1
Fuel Source Mix Comparison 2002 & 2010
Capacity Mix( % )
Oil/Gas
Coal
Nuclear
WAPA
Hydro
Other Renewable
Purchases

2002

2010

Change

20.6%
49.1%
12.4%
12.0%
2.3%
0.0%
3.6%

26.4%
48.6%
10.2%
9.7%
1.9%
0.2%
3.0%

5.8%
-0.5%
-2.2%
-2.3%
-0.4%
0.1%
-0.6%

100.0%

100.0%

0.0%

2002

2010

Change

2.6%
58.7%
21.8%
5.6%
1.2%
0.1%
9.9%

3.8%
63.9%
19.5%
4.8%
1.7%
0.7%
5.5%

1.2%
5.2%
-2.3%
-0.8%
0.5%
0.6%
-4.4%

100.0%

100.0%

0.0%

Energy Mix( % )
Oil/Gas
Coal
Nuclear
WAPA
Hydro
Other Renewable
Purchases

Hydro proportion of fuel mix decreases for capacity but increases for energy.
That is because 2002 was a very poor water year so projecting normal water in
2010 causes an increase in proportion of energy supplied from the state's hydro
resources.
Other renewable proportion of fuel mix increases both for capacity and energy.
The portion of energy that is expected to be supplied goes up by 0.6 percentage
points (from 0.1% in 2002 to 0.7% in 2010). So the while the percentage of
energy supplied by other renewable resources is very small it is expected to be 5
to 6 times more than 2002. Purchases are expected to decrease as internal
Nebraska resources are developed.
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6.0

RENEWABLE RESOURCES

Generally, renewable options within the State of Nebraska are more expensive
than other power supply alternatives but may provide value-added applications in
a power resource portfolio. Renewable technologies when compared to
conventional power resources are typically considered a customer-driven option.
Many renewable technologies are not dispatchable. They can supply energy but
cannot be counted on for capacity purposes unless a second resource, such as a
peaking unit, is available to “firm-up” the renewable supply. However, renewable
technologies can be of additional value as a hedge against potential
environmental cost adders or can produce additional revenue through the
salability of an environmental benefit such as “Green Tag Program”.
“Green Tags” or “certificates”, also known as Renewable Energy Credits (RECs),
and Tradable Renewable Certificates (TRCs) are built on the premise that
renewable energy generators actually make two saleable products: electricity
and the environmental benefit of avoided emissions, called environmental
attributes. For example, a wind turbine producing 750 kW of electrical power
approximately 35% of the year or 2,300,000 kWh is making two products—the
energy itself, which can be sold into the local electrical grid at the prevailing
price, and the environmental attributes of that generation. Green tags allow for a
direct transaction between a green energy supplier and another power supplier
or an end-user reducing economic transaction costs. A wind developer could, for
example, build a wind farm in Nebraska and sell the environmental attributes (or
Green Tags) to an electric power supplier in Alabama that wishes to be
environmentally responsible and perhaps market itself as such. Green tags can
make the green energy generation market efficient, because generation can be
sited wherever it is most advantageous (for resource, siting, and transmission
needs) while the environmental benefit—captured in the green tag—can be sold
where resources are not so easy to come by. Likely candidates include power
suppliers and institutional buyers, such as federal and state facilities, or large
industrial customers.
Business case development applying reasonable assumptions and sound
analytical techniques is a reasonable method of ensuring the best value -based
application of renewables in a power resource portfolio. Equipment field -testing,
revenue stream proposal development, market data, resource portfolio impact
modeling, and sound consumer research all combine to validate the best longterm application of renewable resources.
OPPD has built a Landfill Gas to Energy (LFGTE) facility at the Elk City Douglas
County landfill.
The LFGTE facility contains four internal combustion
engine/generators. Each generator has a nominal rating of 800 kW. OPPD
owns the LFGTE facility, and Waste Management, Inc. operates it. Current plans
include an expansion to double the size of this facility by 2005.
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The four existing wind projects in Nebraska are at Kimball, Springview, Valley,
and in north Lincoln. They utilize different wind units and lie in different wind
regimes. Some of this data will be useful in developing trade-offs between larger
projects in windy regions versus smaller projects requiring lower integration and
electric transmission cost near the loads but having less wind.
MEAN has developed a 10.5 MW (nameplate) project located near Kimball on
the Western Interconnection. This project was in commercial operation by
October 2002 and consists of seven 1.5 MW wind turbines located 3 miles
northwest of Kimball with an expected annual capacity factor of 35%. This is
currently the single largest wind facility in Nebraska and was developed due to
some of MEAN’s customers desire to have green power, but was not developed
under a subsidized renewable energy program of some kind.
The Springview project is a multi-partner distributed generation project and
consists of two 750 kW wind turbine units. OPPD has one wind turbine in Valley
with a nameplate rating of 660 kW. LES has two wind turbines in north Lincoln
with a total nameplate rating of 1.3 MW. In addition, NPPD is currently
evaluating the business case for up to 50 MW of wind generation for operation by
fall 2004.
Renewable Energy Programs within the State have shown that Nebraska
consumers are interested in developing renewable projects; however, only on a
limited basis when customer funding is required on a voluntary basis. For
example, LES has roughly a 2% participation rate in its Renewable Energy
Program, which at this point is highest participation rate within the State. OPPD
also has a Renewable Energy Program with about 1% participation. Tri-State
started a Renewable Resource Power Service program in 1999. This program
makes green power available to all 44 Members of Tri-State for sales to their
members. NPPD is currently pursuing the possibility of additional consumer
information survey work to be completed this year.
Recently the Governor has asked for additional business plan development work
focused on how Nebraska can be a leader in applying wind energy options to
benefit Nebraskans. This business plan could affect other power supply
expectations as well.
In addition to generating projects, NPA members along with some state agencies
participated in and completed a wind-monitoring program throughout the state.
Data is available as to the wind availability in various parts of Nebraska.
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7.0

RESEARCH AND CONSERVATION

7.1

Research

Typical research projects include the use of renewable resources in Nebraska for
test cases, demonstration projects, and joint developments where joint benefits
can be obtained or for environmental cost risk hedging. The projects that have
been utilized within the state are co-firing with bio-fuels and coal on a test basis,
demonstration wind projects at Springview and in Lincoln developed under a
Renewable Energy Program, a joint methane plant at a landfill with OPPD, and
an OPPD joint wind project at Valley. These projects have been and are being
used to develop valuable insights into how these renewable options interact with
the transmission, distribution, and generation system of local utilities and to
identify their costs. NPPD plans to participate in a Deliberative Polling process for
assessing customers' level of interest in renewable energy in 2003.
In addition to these local projects, larger Nebraska utilities are members of the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), which has a broad based research
effort in renewable projects.
The review and development of Biopower projects is being encouraged through
the Biopower Steering Committee created by the Nebraska Legislature in 1999.
The committee is charged with identifying opportunities to generate electricity
from Nebraska’s biomass resources, especially in the rural parts of the state.
The committee’s membership includes key stakeholders whose collaboration will
effectively facilitate successful biomass power demonstration in Nebraska. With
appropriate funding, the committee will, for example, be able to identify relevant,
feasible technology, and analyze Nebraska’s biomass resources as possible
feedstocks and may support a demonstration project. NPPD has had on-going
communications with developers pursuing more cost-effective methods of
managing these waste streams and with confinement operators. Most process
owners and/or confinement operators would prefer not to own and operate
generation equipment since this is not their area of expertise by choice. NPPD is
currently evaluating business cases where NPPD would be the electrical
generator owner/operator in cost-effective processes that provide methane for
generation and process heat.
7.2

Demand-Side Management Resources

DSM options are implemented to affect changes in load characteristics of utilities.
They can utilize direct control of equipment, involve rate incentives, or involve
utility interaction or all three. They can be characterized as peak clipping, valley
filling, or combinations thereof. The affect of DSM options are generally thought
to be beneficial to all customers in the utility and not just those customers
participating in the program. This is accomplished by creating the potential to
delay supply-side resource additions or optimize resource utilization through load
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shape modifications.
The existing DSM programs in the state are anticipated to continue but will
undoubtedly be modified in the future.
The largest component in the Nebraska DSM is load shifting, primarily based on
the control of irrigation pumping load. (Load shifting is accomplished when on
peak load is shifted to off peak periods). Taking 2005 as a test year, irrigation
load control is expected to represent 63% of the total DSM in the state.
The peak clipping category of DSM programs is also very large in the state.
Curtailable load is the largest peak clipping category and amounts to 20% of the
DSM and generally affects the larger customers.
The remaining 17% of 2005 DSM is made up of direct load control for smaller
customers such as residential, efficient motor programs, rate incentive programs,
distributed generation programs, real time pricing and educational programs.
Appendix D summarizes the estimated effects of DSM by 2005 for the State.
The existing DSM programs continually undergo review and modifications.
Incremental additions to existing DSM programs are expected to include more
emphasis on pricing incentives such as real time pricing, time of use rates, and
expansion of curtailable load programs. It is estimated that by 2005 a little more
than 600 MW of additional resources would be needed to meet peak demands
without these DSM programs.
In discussing future DSM options it should be remembered that programs in
place at one utility may be under study by another. For example, some utilities
currently have air conditioner load control programs while others are investigating
it. DSM options that continue to have a higher priority for investigation by utilities
within the state are:
-

air conditioner load control programs
curtailable load programs
water heating load control programs
shade trees
distributed generation options

-

refrigerator trade-in
time of use rates
efficient lighting
real time pricing

7.3 Distributed Generation
One of the trends in the electric utility industry is toward distributed generation.
“Distributing” small generators near customer loads has advantages similar to
DSM but it can also be viewed as locational or customer-specific supply side
generation. These small generators can range in size from several kW’s at a
customer location or several MW at large customer sites or at utility load serving
substations.
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New technologies, or improvements in cost and performance of existing options,
could make distributed generators more cost-competitive. The installed capital
cost of residential fuel cells and micro-turbines are both expected to drop
dramatically in the future. These units are generally powered by natural gas and
would be subject to the cost, availability, and deliverability of that fuel.
The economic viability of distributed generators is dependent upon
interconnection standardization as well as the potential incremental costs
associated with the fuel source (both operational and safety related).
Fuel cells can be sized for residential customers (3 kW) or for large commercial
and industrial customers (200 kW). Micro-turbines (40 - 80 kW) are also a new
techno logy being piloted in Nebraska (OPPD, NPPD, and Tri-State). Distributed
generation is not entirely new. Some customers have had standby and
emergency diesel generators for many years.
Distributed generation can offer a number of benefits to the electric utility and the
customer. For the electric utility, the possible benefits of distributed generation
may include deferred transmission and distribution system upgrades, lower line
losses, reduced need for peaking capacity, and improved system reliability. For
example, if an electric utility needed additional generation to serve the load in a
particular area, a generator could be installed at a local substation. For
customer-owned distributed generation systems, the possible advantages could
include lower electric utility cost (including potential pass through savings from
utility transmission and distribution expenses), and increased reliability.
Distributed generators may enable customers to generate reliable, high-quality
power for sensitive digital equipment. Electric utilities were not originally
designed to furnish uninterruptible power. Dependence on electricity has grown
to the extent that, for many customers, power quality (including reliability), is a
primary driver for installing distributed generation.
It is generally believed that distributed generation will continue to develop in the
next several years and very often will be driven by other customer concerns than
just the cost of electric supply.
7.4

Cogeneration

In some large industrial applications, the customer’s total energy bill includes the
cost of electricity provided its supplier as well as the internally-generated cost of
steam for the production process. A cogeneration facility could be located on
customer property where the electrical output from such facility could tie directly
to the transmission system of the electrical supplier and the steam-cycle portion
of the facility could tie directly to customer for the production process.
The industrial customer would continue to receive electrical power from its
supplier and could also receive steam from the cogeneration facility owner.
NPPD and some of its customers have participated in several preliminary
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discussions with various interested large industrial customers primarily as an
economic development tool, but no projects are currently beyond the concept
stage.
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8.0

LOAD PATTERNS OF SUPPLIERS

8.1

Basic Definitions

When a customer flips a light switch and the light comes on, the electrical power
required to turn on the bulb is considered “load".
The electrical power that serves the load is nearly instantaneously created at a
power plant and transmitted through transmission & distribution lines to serve
that particular customer.
This same electrical power that serves a given load over a specified time period
(usually an hour) is called “energy," and the physical unit of energy (in large
quantities) is called a Megawatt-hour (MWh).
The physical capability to provide this “energy” on an instantaneous basis is
called “capacity," and the physical unit of capacity (in large quantities) is called a
Megawatt (MW).
So “energy” is different from “capacity” because “energy” is over a greater, more
useful and easier measured unit of time, such as a single hour .
By charting the energy used each hour in a year in chronological order (Hour 1,
January 1 through Hour 24, December 31), a “load pattern” or “load shape” is
created, and because each utility has different types of customers, the annual
load shape of each utility is slightly different. An example of a chronologically
ordered hourly energy chart showing hourly energy for a summer week in 2002 is
provided in Exhibit 8.3-1.
If this “load shape” chart is sorted from highest load to lowest then a “load
duration” curve is created. This “load duration” curve shows that the short
duration, peak loads, are considered the highest loads, and the long duration,
base loads, are shown as the lower loads.
Loads shown between the peak & base loads are considered intermediate loads.
An example of a “load duration” curve for 2003 is provided in Exhibit 8.2-1.
The advantage of a “load duration” curve is that it helps visualize a cost-effective
mix of resources (or “capacity”) by matching resource types to the expected load
duration and matching the percentage of time the load must be served.
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8.2
Nebraska Statewide Load Duration Curves & Matching Capacity
Resources
Exhibit 8.2-1, below, shows the expected 2003 load duration curve for the
indicated Nebraska utilities, sorted in descending order to create a load duration
curve. Super-imposed on that load duration curve is a representation of the
existing 2003 capacity resources that were utilized to meet that load obligation.
The term “Non-Coincident Peak” means that the calculations were performed by
sorting each utility’s loads in descending order, then summing. Planning
Obligation is described in Section 3.2.2.

Exhibit 8.2-1

PEAKING
Resources

Planning Obligation
6,843 MW
INTERMEDIATE
Resources

Calculated "Existing" 2003
Generating Capability (owned) TOTAL

Net Resource Capability TOTAL
(+ Purchases - Sales)
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BASELOAD
Resources

Peaking
(MW)
1,843
27%

Intermediate
(MW)
252
4%

Baseload
(MW)
4,660
69%

TOTAL
(MW)
6,755
100%

2,168
30%

252
3%

4,880
67%

7,300
100%

Exhibit 8.2-1, above, demonstrates the adequacy and effective matching of
Nebraska capacity resources to the required load obligation while maintaining
solid reserves in case of unexpected unit outages. Resource diversity and risk
sharing is also accomplished through various purchases & sales while effectively
meeting the expected load obligation (the second line on the table above
summarizes the net effect of these purchases & sales). The surplus energy at
certain hours is sold to the market, and the revenue produced helps offset costs
and produces downward pressure on customer rates. It should be noted that
there is less operational flexibility with mostly baseload & peaking resources,
since baseload is “on” most of the time, and peaking resources are expensive to
run in the higher duration percentages.
Exhibit 8.2-2 below shows the expected 2022 load duration curve and 2022
Existing, Committed, Planned, and Studied Resources.

Exhibit 8.2-2

PEAKING
Resources

INTERMEDIATE
Resources

BASELOAD
Resources

Planning Obligation
9,664 MW

Calculated "Existing, Comitted, Planned, Studied" 2022
Generating Capability (owned) TOTAL

Net Resource Capability TOTAL
(+ Purchases - Sales)
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Peaking
(MW)
2,157
24%

Intermediate
(MW)
980
11%

Baseload
(MW)
5,791
65%

TOTAL
(MW)
8,928
100%

2,510
26%

980
10%

6,223
64%

9,713
100%

The chart above demonstrates that growth in load is matched with growth in
resources along with increased diversity in purchases & sales. There is a
definite capacity resource shift from baseload and peaking to more intermediate
type resources. This is projected to provide more effective operational resource
flexibility while matching an increasing statewide load duration expectation. A
solid reserve margin in case of unexpected unit outages is still maintained while
closing the gap in the intermediate load duration range.
8.3

Nebraska Statewide Load Shapes – Typical Week Basis (2002)

Exhibit 8.3-1 below shows the actual 2002 hourly loads for the Nebraska utilities
for a typical week during the summer of 2002.

Exhibit 8.3-1
This chart demonstrates the diversity in the noted Nebraska utilities loads by the
“spikes” that show more fluctuation in higher demands for one utility, while other
utility demands are smoother. A utility may experience a double peak situation
during different times of the day, while others are more single peak. Load
reduction strategies for utilities that serve more rural or irrigation loads that shift
high demands to off-peak hours will show substantial variation from other utilities
that serve more metropolitan loads and have different kinds of load reduction
strategies. This supports the need for operational flexibility associated with
capacity resources in order to effectively meet varying load patterns, and
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diversity between rural & metropolitan loads across the state of Nebraska.
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9.0

POWER RESOURCE SCREENING CURVES

9.1

Discussion of Use of Curves

Power resources can be categorized into three different types of options:
Baseload, Intermediate, and Peaking. Based on the number of hours of
operation (or capacity factor) a given resource is expected to operate, the three
types of resources could demonstrate enough flexibility to operate as shown
below:
–Peaking Units:
–Intermediate Units:
–Baseload Units:

0 - 25% of the year
15 - 75% of the year
60 - 100% of the year

Some forms of generation, such as nuclear and large fossil steam units, are well
suited for Baseload operation because of their relatively low operating cost, even
though their installed capital cost may be higher. Conversely, other forms of
generation that have a lower installed capital cost, such as Combustion Turbines,
generally have a higher operating cost (principally due to fuel and heat rate), thus
making them appropriate to utilize as Peaking units. An example of an
Intermediate unit would be a Combined Cycle, which has the flexibility to run at
lower or higher capacity factors.
Based on actual operating experience of Nebraska utilities and the previously
described load patterns, the various power resource types in Nebraska typically
operate:
–Peaking Units:
–Intermediate Units:
–Baseload Units:
9.2

0 - 10% of the year
15 - 40% of the year
70 - 95% of the year

Screening Curves

Capital cost, operating cost, and performance data for supply-side resources
expected to be available during the twenty year study period of 2003-2022 are
shown in Appendix F. These options include conventional methods of power
supply, emerging technologies, storage technologies , and renewables. Each
option was screened on a levelized busbar cost basis to determine the least-cost
baseload, intermediate, and peaking options at various capacity factors.
The screening curve is used to determine the relative cost of each option. Those
options with the highest construction and operating costs relative to other supplyside options with the same operational mode are eliminated. The screening
curve analysis utilized is a plot of the levelized busbar costs versus capacity
factor for each technology. A sample curve for seven of the least expensive
technologies is shown in Exhibit 9.2-1. Appendix F also contains a graphical
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representation of the costs of each option by component: capital, operating, and
fuel costs for 1%, 24%, and 85% capacity factors.
While screening curves are useful for comparing options they can not be utilized
as the sole means for making resource selections. That is because they do not
contain some information that is necessary to making final resource selection.
Some of the items that cannot be evaluated with screening curves are:
Dispatchability
Timing
Effects on dispatch of other units.
Forced Outages
Planned Maintenance outages
Coincidence of generation with load
Existing resource mix
So while they provide considerable insight for comparison of like resources, they
are only one tool to be utilized in the resource planning process.
The least cost options based on the screening curves are shown below:
Peaking Units (0-10% Capacity Factor):
Combustion Turbines
Combined Cycle
Intermediate (15% -40% Capacity Factor):
Combined Cycle
Pulverized Coal
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle
Fluidized Bed
Baseload (70% -95% Capacity Factor):
Pulverized Coal
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle
Fluidized Bed
Landfill Gas
Renewables:
Wind Turbines
Landfill Gas
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Exhibit 9.2-1
Screening Curves
20

600 MW Coal
300 MW Coal
Comb Cycle
Gas Turbine
Wind
Landfill Gas
IGCC

17.5

Levelized (c/kWh)

15

12.5

10
`

7.5

5

2.5

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Capacity Factor

400

350

Levelized ($/kW-yr)

300

250

200

600 MW Coal
300 MW Coal
Comb Cycle
Gas Turbine
Wind
Landfill Gas
IGCC

150

100

50

0
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Capacity Factor
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70%

80%

90%

100%

10.0

TRANSMISSION REQUIREMENTS

10.1

Nebraska Subregional Transmission Plan

The Nebraska Subregional Planning Group (Nebraska SPG) was formed under
the MAPP Transmission Planning Subcommittee (TPSC) in 1997. The primary
objective of the Nebraska SPG is to develop a coordinated ten-year transmission
plan for the Nebraska subregion on a biennial basis. The Nebraska Subregional
Transmission Plan was published in April of 2002 to accommodate the projected
needs from 2002–2011 and is considered the coordinated transmission plan for
the Nebraska subregion.
The Nebraska Subregional Transmission Plan included a comprehensive
analysis of the local area load serving capability for each of the Nebraska SPG
members. The loadflow analysis focused on the five and ten year planning
horizon with detailed evaluations of the 2006 and 2011 Summer Peak Load
models. All of the current committed future transmission and generation facilities
in the Nebraska subregion were included in the base models. The Nebraska
SPG also included some future year generation expansion plans which are still in
the preliminary planning stages. Detailed results of the contingency analysis,
discussion of operating procedures, and future transmission facility plans are
included in the final report. The detailed listing of all planned transmission lines
and facility upgrades for the Nebraska subregion is shown in Form 1 of Appendix
1 from the Nebraska Subregional Transmission Plan (2002–2011).
The Nebraska SPG has included discussion of transmission planning activities
associated with various resources identified in the NPA Report. For generation
sites which are committed, there are detailed transmission plans developed and
approved. Preliminary screening studies have also been performed for many of
the proposed future sites, but detailed analysis is still required to develop robust
transmission plans for the future generation development and until firm
commitments for capacity and specific sites are selected, the transmission plans
are only preliminary. Based on the need to accommodate an additional 1727 MW
of new intermediate and baseload generation, significant future transmission
additions could be required in the state of Nebraska.

The following subsections provide a summarized overview of the future plans
and activities involving the NPA members of the Nebraska SPG.
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Nebraska Public Power District
Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD) owns and operates 4240 miles of
transmission lines in the state of Nebraska. This is comprised of 895 miles
of 345 kV, 683 miles of 230 kV and 2662 miles of 115 kV facilities. The
NPPD control area encompasses a significant portion of the state of
Nebraska. The NPPD system is characterized by summer peak irrigation
loads, extreme seasonal load level variations, western Nebraska stability
limitations, and four regional constrained transmission interfaces. The
Nebraska Subregional Transmission Plan addresses the 2002–2011
summer peak load serving needs for the NPPD control area. NPPD has
also performed system impact studies and developed transmission facility
plans to address numerous potential and committed resource additions
which affect the NPPD system.
Broken Bow Area Transmission Study
NPPD has experienced significant summer peak load growth in the
Broken Bow area. The Broken Bow Area Transmission Study was
performed to address the deficiencies in this area. The planned facility
additions involve the development of the Crooked Creek 230/115 kV
substation with the addition of a 230/115 kV transformer and the
construction of 40 miles of 115 kV transmission line from Crooked Creek
to Broken Bow. This project is scheduled to be in-service by the summer
of 2003.
Beatrice Combined Cycle Power Plant
NPPD is constructing a new combined-cycle generating facility near
Beatrice, Nebraska. The Beatrice Power Station Generation Accreditation
Study was completed to document the transmission plan to accommodate
the accreditation of the Beatrice Power Station at 250 MW. This study was
recently approved by the MAPP Design Review Subcommittee. The
Beatrice Power Station (BPS) is planned as two 80 MW combustion
turbines and one 90 MW steam turbine and is scheduled for a June 2005
in-service date. The BPS generating units will tie into the new Beatrice
Plant 115 kV substation. The Beatrice Plant 115kV substation will tap into
the existing Beatrice–Sheldon 115 kV and Beatrice–Clatonia–Sheldon 115
kV transmission lines. The Beatrice Plant substation will be configured as
a breaker and a half with four 115 kV lines utilized for generator outlet
capacity. Three of the 115 kV outlet transmission lines will be reconductored and the fourth line will be upgraded. The Beatrice–Steinauer–
Humboldt 115 kV transmission line will also be upgraded. There will also
be upgrades to terminal equipment at the Sheldon, Beatrice, Steinauer,
Humboldt and Sterling substations.
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Wind Generation
NPPD is currently evaluating the integration of up to 50 MW of wind
generation in north central Nebraska. Transmission site screening studies
have been performed and system impact / facilities studies are currently in
progress to define the transmission plan required for integration of up to
50 MW of wind generation into the NPPD transmission system.
Grand Island Burdick GT #2 & GT #3
NPPD recently performed the Grand Island Electric Department Burdick
GT-2 and Burdick GT-3 Generation Accreditation Study to address the
transmission system accreditation for these new resources. Two 40 MW
combustion turbines were recently added at the Grand Island Burdick
Station. The results of the study demonstrated required upgrades to four
115 kV transmission facilities within or adjacent to the Grand Island 115
kV system. The study was approved by the MAPP Design Review
Subcommittee and all of the facility upgrades have been completed
recently.
Whelan Energy Center # 2
At the request of MEAN, NPPD performed a System Impact Study and
Transmission Site Screening Analysis for the proposed 250 MW coal-fired
plant at Hastings. This study identified high-level transmission system
limitations associated with the integration of a new 250 MW generator
located at the existing Hastings Energy Center site. This loadflow study
focused on voltage, thermal loading and constrained path impact issues.
The study also evaluated potential solutions and developed a
recommended transmission plan required to address the transmission
system impacts of the proposed plant.
Lincoln Electric System
The Lincoln Electric System (LES) Service Area covers approximately 190
square miles within Lancaster County. The LES system comprises 50 miles of
345 kV, 12 miles of 161 kV, and 159 miles of 115 kV lines. The system also
includes three 345/115 kV tie transformers located at the Wagener and NW68th
& Holdrege 345 kV substations.
Current LES resource development involves constructing the Salt Valley
Generating Station (SVGS). The SVGS will be connected into the transmission
system by tying to the existing 70th & Bluff to Waverly 115 kV line. The 70th &
Bluff end of the 115 kV line to 84th & Fletcher will be moved to the SVGS
providing for three 115 kV outlet lines.
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LES has signed a joint owner agreement for a new power plant proposed by
MidAmerican Energy Company. The plant, a nominal 790 MW super-critical coalfired unit planned for Council Bluffs, IA, will include a total LES share of 100 MW
(50 MW in 2007 and an additional 50 MW in 2009). MidAmerican expects to
begin commercial operation of the Council Bluffs Energy Center Unit # 4 (CBEC4) in June 2007. The CBEC-4 project will include the following major
transmission system additions with the projects located within Nebraska shown in
bold type:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grimes 345/161 kV substation and autotransformer
CBEC – Grimes 345 kV line
Sub 1206 – Sub 1217 161 kV line
CBEC – Sub 1206 161 kV
CBEC 345/161 kV transformer #2
Rebuild CBEC – Avoca 161 kV line
Terminal equipment replacements on Cooper South facilities

LES also plans to rebuild the existing 5.5-mile Rokeby–20th & Pioneers 115 kV
line. The new line will use bundled conductors and have a normal conductor
rating of approximately 373 MVA. The rebuilt line will go into in-service during the
2004/2005 winter.
A new 3.5-mile radial 115 kV line will supply the NW12th & Arbor Substation from
the existing 19th & Alvo Substation. The line and substation have an in-service
date of fall 2003. Future transmission plans have an 11.0-mile 115 kV line being
constructed from the NW12th & Arbor Substation to the NW63rd & Holdrege
Substation. The in-service date for this line is 2005.
A new 5.0-mile radial 115 kV line will supply the 40th & Rokeby Substation from
the existing Rokeby Substation. The line and substation have an in-service date
of May 2006.
Omaha Public Power District
The Omaha Public Power District (OPPD) serves more than 300,000 customerowners spread over a 5000 square mile service area in southeastern Nebraska.
The major metropolitan area served is the City of Omaha and its surrounding
suburbs; the balance of the service area is predominantly rural. OPPD owns and
operates 330 miles of 345 kV transmission lines, 402 miles of 161 kV
transmission lines and 482 miles of 69 kV transmission lines. OPPD also owns
and operates five 345/161 kV autotransformers and twelve 161/69 kV
autotransformers.
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The following transmission projects are planned in and around the Omaha
metropolitan area:
•

A new 161 kV transmission line from MEC Council Bluff Energy Center to
OPPD Sub 1206 and a new 161 kV transmission line from Sub 1206 to
Sub 1217 will be in service by 2005. These lines were identified during a
joint planning study for CBEC-4.

•

A new 345/161 kV autotransformer is currently planned for installation at
Sub 3454/1254. This autotransformer will be in service by 2004.

OPPD is also beginning the process of evaluating the transmission impacts of
Nebraska City Unit #2. After the participants are finalized, OPPD plans to
coordinate a joint study determining what transmission modifications are
necessary for plant output.
Fremont Area
The loss of internal Fremont generation can cause overloads of the two 69 kV
ties (OPPD Sub 976 to Fremont Sub D and the NPPD 115/69 kV). Numerous
contingencies in and around the Fremont area, including loss of either of the
two 69 kV ties or the loss of Fremont generation, can result in voltage drops
below allowable levels. OPPD will coordinate a joint study with the city of
Fremont and NPPD to investigate the severity of the problems and determine
any transmission requirements.
345/161 kV Autotransformers
With the majority of the new generation in the region being added at 345 kV
the need for new 345/161 kV autotransformers in the Omaha area is evident.
OPPD is currently planning on installing one new 345/161 kV autotransformer
in West Omaha.
OPPD may need to install a fifth 345/161 kV
autotransformer in the Omaha metro area sometime after 2010.
Sub 1211 – Sub 1299 & Sub 1211 – Sub 1220
There are two 161 kV circuits that connect the North Omaha Generating
Station to downtown Omaha. In the 2011 Summer Peak model, failure of
either of the two circuits overloads the other. OPPD is currently evaluating
options to remedy this problem.
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Municipal Energy Agency of Nebraska
MEAN is a network transmission customer of NPPD. In general, transmission
improvements necessary to serve MEAN load in the MAPP area are planned and
constructed by NPPD. MEAN’s loads are included in NPPD’s transmission
planning analyses and studies. MEAN is also in the planning phases of a 220
MW coal-fired generating project in the Hastings, NE area. There are seven
other utilities that are participating in the planning phases of the project. If the
project is feasible, it is scheduled to be in service by the summer of 2007. MEAN
is working with NPPD to study transmission improvements that may be
necessary to integrate this project as a network resource to serve MEAN loads in
the MAPP area.

Tri-State G & T Association
Tri-State recently completed the construction of the Elsie-Red Willow CreekBlackwood Creek 115 kV line to address local load serving needs in the Western
Nebraska region. Tri-State is considering a plan to extend this 115 kV line into
the Enders area in the future. As far as future year planning analysis, the NPPD
section of the Nebraska SPG Final Report addresses all of the critical
contingencies in the NETS area for the 2006 and 2011 Summer Peak periods.

Joint Iowa - Nebraska SPG Study Efforts
The Nebraska SPG participated in the Joint Iowa - Nebraska SPG which
analyzed the regional constrained paths in the Missouri River Corridor. The Joint
Iowa - Nebraska SPG focused on developing transmission plans to address
these constraints and increasing the MAPP to Southwest Power Pool (SPP)
regional transfer capability. The details of the analysis and results of this joint
study effort are contained in the Joint Iowa – Nebraska Subregional Planning
Group / Missouri River Corridor Transfer Capability Study / Report To The MAPP
Transmission Planning Subcommittee.
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Exhibit 10.1-1
Nebraska 2003-2007 Five Year Plan
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